# Foreman - Bug #31526

**WebUI spinner spins forever when clicking a column within config report**

12/17/2020 01:41 PM - Ondřej Ezr
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**Description**

Cloned from [https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1812227](https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1812227)

**Description of problem:**

When viewing an individual config report, it shows Report Metrics and Report Status at the bottom of the page. Columns in the Report Status chart are clickable but, when clicked, all they do is spin the spinner forever.

**Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):**

Satellite 6.7.0 beta

**How reproducible:**

Every time

**Steps to Reproduce:**

1. Click Hosts > All Hosts > [an individual host that has ever run an Ansible role]
2. Click the Reports button to view config reports for this host.
3. Click the Last report item for any Ansible config report (they are the ones with a value of N/A in the Origin column, [see](https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1810600))
4. Scroll to the bottom of the page, find the Report Status chart.
5. Click any chart column (e.g. applied, skipped, etc.)

**Actual results:**

The webpage does not change at all except for a spinner that starts spinning next to the Location selector at the top. The spinner never stops.

**Expected results:**

The webUI would take us to all reports matching the status we clicked (applied, skipped, etc.).

**Additional info:**

**Related issues:**

Related to Foreman - Bug #24351: Chart items on the dashboard are no longer l... Closed

**Associated revisions**

Revision 9e4aeaac - 01/04/2021 01:51 PM - Ondřej Ezr

Fixes #31526 - ConfigReports chart clicks

Config Reports charts were falsely clickable. This charts do not have any search url, so this makes them not clickable.

**History**

#1 - 12/17/2020 01:43 PM - Ondřej Ezr

- Subject changed from WebUI spinner spins forever when clicking a column within config report

03/27/2022
to WebUI spinner spins forever when clicking a column within config report

I don't think it was ever clickable, so IMO the click should do nothing

#2 - 12/17/2020 02:07 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Category set to Puppet Reports

#3 - 12/17/2020 02:13 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ondřej Ezr
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8208 added

#4 - 12/18/2020 01:47 AM - Ondřej Ezr
- Related to Bug #24351: Chart items on the dashboard are no longer links added

#5 - 01/04/2021 01:51 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.4.0 added

#6 - 01/04/2021 01:59 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Fixed in Releases 2.3.2 added

#7 - 01/04/2021 02:01 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman/9e4aeaac23ad851126400dc263d074683e2824db.